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INFORMATION ON
SUBSIDIES FOR
INTERNATIONAL
PUBLIC
PRESENTATIONS
In the frame of the Arts Flemish
Parliament Act
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www.vlaanderen.be/cjm

1 ADMISSIBILITY
-

Organisations applying should possess corporate rights.
Organisations with a working subsidy under the Arts Flemish Parliament Act of 300000 euro or
above are not eligible. For organisations already receiving a subsidy including international
operations, corresponding charges are not taken into account.
Activities should not pertain to the Flemish Literature Fund nor to the Flanders Audiovisual
Fund. Literary discourses are not eligible nor are single screen audiovisual productions except
when part of a visual arts installation or when shown in a museological context.
An application should be submitted at least 2 months before the start. Exceptions should be
soundly motivated by force majeure (not being informed about this subsidy instrument or
regulation is not a valid argument for not submitting in time).

2 ARTISTIC PROFILE
-

The administration assesses whether the applicant is active in the arts sector on the basis of the
file, the online sources and the curriculum.
The applicant should be involved in the Flemish art scene.
When applying as a foreign organisation, programming a Flemish artist or organisation qualifies
to be eligible.

3 PLANNING
-

Explain the public presentation and join the budget (revenue and expenditure). When a timely
submission is not feasible, a motivation should be drafted here.
The presentation should relate to an active public event, either a concert, a show, an exhibition
or a lecture pertaining to the arts sector. Prospecting trips or travel with passive attendance
rather than active participation are not eligible.
The line between an activity in development and an international show moment at the end (e.g.
a residency) is not always clear.
An assessment is made based on the application file and the preponderant items are taken into
account. A public moment not aiming at an external public audience or without any promotion,
is not eligible to a subsidy.
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4 BUDGETING
An application has to include an overview of costs and income related to the presentation. Charges
accounted for are cross-checked and if not correct, a lower amount will be taken into consideration.
Accepted costs could hence vary from the introduced amount.
Only costs related to a public presentation are taken into account a.o.
- travel: transport charges for people e.g. mileage, a train ticket 2nd class or similar, economy
flight tickets
- accommodation expenses: based on bed & breakfast
- transport expenses: charges for transporting material, big fragile instruments (cello, contrabass,
…) could be taken into consideration as a flight seat (same ticket as for a person)
- daily allowance/remuneration on the days of the show, the concert, …
- expenses with regards to setting up the production, technical costs of the show, the concert etc
- rental of material/equipment for the presentation
Are not taken into account:
- expenditure related to the creation of new productions except for work (re)constructed
specifically for the actual location, because it cannot be transported. In that case, expenses can
eventually be taken into consideration
- costs related to rehearsals (in Flanders or elsewhere)
- allowances for accompanying persons (manager, driver, partner, …) if not required for the
presentation.

5 EXTENT OF SUBSIDY
A subsidy for an international public presentation amounts to 75% of the accepted expenses (as long as
theses do not exceed the budget's deficit) and cannot exceed 7000 euro. Hence the applicant is
responsible for carrying a part of the expenses or needs to look for additional support.
The following rounding off rule applies:
- amount below 1000 euro: rounding off to the nearest 10 euro
- amount above 1000 euro: rounding off to the nearest 100 euro
For a given artist or group of artists several applications for a subsidy may be submitted, but a subsidy
cannot be granted more than twice a year.
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6 REMARKS
-

-

-

-

Applications for a subsidy for an international public presentation in KIOSK can be submitted
either in Dutch or in English. Requests from artists or organisations established in
Flanders/Brussels should be drafted in Dutch according to the language law. Only foreign
organisations can submit applications in English. Remark: the advise and the decision are in
Dutch only.
This kind of subsidy can also be deployed for supporting promotional art galleries participating
in international art fairs. Promotional art galleries are art galleries developing in the first place
an artistic project of an artist they represent. As opposed to commercial galleries which have
mainly an economic objective.
Every type of gallery sells works of art so drawing a line is not always obvious. An assessment is
made on the basis of the importance and the profile of the international art fair or of the artistic
or commercial aspect. For information: Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) provides subsidies for
trade fair participation when economic growth, market internationalization are aimed for. Art
galleries can hence also be supported. This is however rather exceptional because former
evaluations have proved expected short term growth in art galleries turnover is hard to
determine. There is ongoing liaison with FIT on this matter.
The design sector also has an economic and artistic side to it. An assessment will be made as
well in this case in order to see whether the international public presentation has an economic
or artistic objective. When economic, there will not be any support provided under the Arts
Flemish Parliament Act.

7 HOW TO APPLY?
Please submit your application via our online tool KIOSK

8 WHAT SHOULD YOU DO IF SUBSIDIES ARE ALLOCATED?
If you are subsidised you shall mention the logo of the Flemish Community (State of the Art) in your
communication.
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9 CONTACT
For more information, please send an email to the Arts Division with the subject line indicating the ID of
your file and the name or organisation you represent.

10 DOWNLOAD GUIDLINES
Please find a document with more specific guidelines on this subsidy here.
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